OVER 200,000 POLITICALLY ACTIVE EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS!

1 MILLION MONTHLY SITE VISITORS!

[Check] DEDICATED EMAIL DROPS $5000
[Check] EMAIL SPONSORSHIPS $800
[Check] WEBSITE ADVERTORIALS $15,000

THE NATIONAL MEMO
SMART. SHARP. FUNNY. FEARLESS.

The National Memo is the daily digital newsletter dedicated to American politics. Edited by veteran journalist and author Joe Conason, it reaches an engaged audience of subscribers with vital news and sharp commentary on the issues that matter most.

READERSHIP

70%
READ NATIONALMEMO SEVERAL TIMES PER WEEK

84%
SIGNED A PETITION IN THE LAST YEAR

78%
DONATED MONEY TO A POLITICAL CAMPAIGN

68%
VOTED IN EVERY PRIMARY AND GENERAL ELECTION

CONTACT

✉ ELIZABETH@NATIONALMEMO.COM

HIT YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE WITH THE NATIONAL MEMO!